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ABSTRACT 

 
In this paper, we will discuss shortly a nonlinear cosmology model inspired by analogy between 

cosmology phenomena and low temperature physics, especially superfluid vortices dynamics. We 

described: (a) a nonlinear cosmology model based on Navier-Stokes turbulence equations, which 

then they are connected to superfluid turbulence, and (b) the superfluid turbulence can lead to 

superfluid quantized vortices, which can be viewed as large scale version of Bohr’s quantization 

rule, and (c) this superfluid quantized vortice interpretation of Bohr’s rule allow us to predict 

quantization of planetary orbits in solar system including new possible orbits beyond Pluto. This 

paper is intended as a retrospect of what happened after the publication of earlier papers, and also 

some related ideas we developed since that time. In the second section we also discuss a recent 

development in matter-creation hypothesis, by virtue of unmatter concept and its extension. It is 

our hope that the new proposed view will inspire younger physicists and cosmologists to develop 

more realistic nonlinear cosmology models. And although some of our predictions since 2004 

have come to observed data, we also hope the ideas presented here can be further verified with 

observation data.  

  
Keywords: nonlinear cosmology, Newtonian cosmology, vortex dynamics, superfluid turbulence, 

Navier-Stokes equations, Ermakov-type equation, unmatter, matter-creation. 
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1. Introduction 

Cosmology models of various kind have been developed in the past decades, with the 

Lambda-CDM as accepted Standard Model. However, there are known problems with the 

                                                             
1 The title of this paper is an adaptation from Mark H. McCormack’s classic management book: What they don’t 

teach you in Harvard Business School. Bantam, 1984. url: What They Don't Teach You at Harvard Business School: 

Notes from a Street-Smart Executive by Mark H. McCormack (goodreads.com) 

1 Scopus ID: 6507346673, Scopus ID: 57217019038
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so-called Lambda-CDM model which forms the basis of Big Bang Cosmology, one of 

these problems is that Lambda-CDM model is based on linear cosmology, while many 

phenomena in the Universe are mostly nonlinear in processes and nature. 

In this paper, we will discuss shortly a nonlinear cosmology model inspired by analogy 

between cosmology phenomena and low temperature physics, especially superfluid 

vortex. We described: (a) a nonlinear cosmology model based on Navier-Stokes 

turbulence equations, which then they are connected to superfluid turbulence, and (b) the 

superfluid turbulence can lead to superfluid quantized vortices, which can be viewed as 

large scale version of Bohr’s quantization rule, and (c) this superfluid quantized vortices 

interpretation of Bohr’s rule allow us to predict quantization of planetary orbits in solar 

system including new possible orbits beyond Pluto.  

This paper is intended as a retrospect of what happened after the publication of earlier 

papers, and also some related ideas we developed since that time. In the second section 

we also discuss a recent development in matter-creation hypothesis, by virtue of unmatter 

concept and its extension. 

 

 

Section A: Cantorian Superfluid Turbulence 

 

2. Cantorian Superfluid Universe 

 

Since more than 16 years ago, my first paper was published in Apeiron Journal, January 

2004, while a condensed version of the ideas has been published earlier at July 2003. 

[6][7]  

Among key ideas in those two papers are (a) a nonlinear cosmology model based on 

Navier-Stokes turbulence equations, which then they are connected to superfluid 

turbulence, and (b) the superfluid turbulence can lead to superfluid quantized vortices, 

which can be viewed as large scale version of Bohr’s quantization rule, and (c) this 

superfluid quantized vortices interpretation of Bohr’s rule allow us to predict quantization 
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of planetary orbits in solar system including new possible orbits beyond Pluto. Then a 

follow-up paper was published in July 2004, because I read about recent discovery of 

Sedna, which at the time it was the first discovered planetoid at the outer side of Pluto.  

The discovery by Mike Brown-Trujillo team from Caltech was quite a big news back 

then. Other discoveries of new planetoids beyond Pluto have been reported since then, 

which seem to cause IAU to admit in a conference held around 2005: Pluto is no longer 

the edge of our solar system. 

As with ourselves, the truth was that I was refused to publish more papers in Apeiron. So 

he decided to send subsequent papers to other journals, like Annales de la Fondation 

Louis de Broglie [8], after kind help by an editor of Apeiron Journal. 

After bouncing back and forth with other topics in astrophysics and quantum mechanics, 

finally VC found back his early interest on Cantorian turbulence cosmology. In a series 

of papers published in Prespacetime Journal, since 2010 up to 2017, we explored topics 

like Primordial Rotation of Universe and also Cantorian Navier-Stokes cosmology 

(minus the superfluid term in 2004 paper), see [18]-[20]. 

Now, in this paper allow us to summarize a few new findings related to that topic.  

In this paper we will discuss a novel Newtonian cosmology model with vortex dynamics, 

especially with a numerical solution of 3D Navier-Stokes equations. 

It is our hope that the new proposed view will lead to more rigorous nonlinear cosmology 

models beyond the conventional Big Bang Standard Model Cosmology taught in most 

centers of astrophysics, like Harvard Smithsonian of Astrophysics. And although some of 

my earlier predictions at 2004 have found way to be observed, we also hope the ideas 

presented here can be further verified with observation data.  
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3. A few theoretical backgrounds 

 

Some years ago, Matt Visser asked the following interesting questions: How much of 

modern cosmology is really cosmography? How much of modern cosmology is 

independent of the Einstein equations? (Independent of the Friedmann equations?) These 

questions are becoming increasingly germane — as the models cosmologists use for the 

stress-energy content of the universe become increasingly baroque. [5] 

In this regard, academician Isaak Khalatnikov mentioned at the 13th Marcel Grossman 

Conference2, that Lev Landau suggesting that something is too symmetric in the models 

yielding singularities, and that this problem is one of the three most important problems 

of modern physics. The aim of this report is to show that singularities are, indeed, 

consequences of such an overly “symmetrical approach” in building non-robust (i.e. 

without structural stability) toy models with singularities. Such models typically apply a 

synchronous system of reference and “Hubble’s law”, neglecting not-to-be-averaged-out 

quadratic terms of perturbations (specifically, differentially rotational velocities, 

vortexes).[1] 

Only by accounting the overlooked factors instead of Einstein’s ad hoc introduction of a 

new entity, which was later declared by him as his “biggest blunder”, can we correctly 

interpret accelerated cosmological expansion, as well as provide possibility of static 

solution. The common perception of the observed accelerated expansion is that there is 

need either in modifying the General Relativity or discover new particles with unusual 

                                                             
2 http://www.icra.it/mg/mg13/ 
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properties. Interestingly enough, both ways are possible depending on what kind of 

system of reference and corresponding interpretation are chosen, a decision which is 

usually made depending on the level of “geometrization.”[1] 

Local rotations (vortices) play a role in radical stabilization of the cosmological 

singularity in the retrospective extrapolation, making possible a static or steady-state 

(on the average) Universe or local region. Therefore Einstein could “permit” the galaxies 

to rotate instead of postulating a cosmological constant ad hoc in his general-relativistic 

consideration of a static Universe. Though, it does not necessarily mean that the 

cosmological constant is not necessary for other arguments.[2] 

 

  

4. A few historical notes 

Since long time ago, there were numerous models of the Universe, going back to 

Ptolemaic geocentric model, which was subsequently replaced by Nicolas Copernicus 

discovery. Copernicus model then was brought into fame after Isaac Newton published 

his book. But other than Newton, there was a model of Universe as a turbulent fluid 

(hurricane) brought by a French philosopher and mathematician, R. Descartes. But, his 

model was almost forgotten after rebuttal by Newton. Many physicists rejected 

Descartes’ model because it stood against Newtonian model, but the truth is turbulence 

model can be expressed in Navier-Stokes equations, and Navier-Stokes equations can be 

considered as a rigorous formulation of Newtonian laws, especially for fluid dynamics. In 

other words, we can say that a Newtonian turbulence Universe is not necessarily in direct 

contradiction with Newtonian dynamics. Therefore, in this paper we submit 

wholeheartedly a proposal that the Universe can be modelled as Newtonian-Vortex based 
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on 3D Navier-Stokes equations. We shall show some implications of this new model in 

the following sections. 

 

5. Solar System model 

In this section, we will review the work which was carried out by me and with kind help 

of Prof. Florentin Smarandache from UNM, during the past ten years or so. The basic 

assumption here is that the Solar System’s planetary orbits are quantized. But how do 

their orbits behave? Do they follow Titius-Bode’s law? Our answer can be summarized 

as follows:[6][7][8] 

 

 Navier-Stokes equations à superfluid quantized vortices à Bohr’s quantization rule (1) 

 

Our predictive model based on that scheme has yielded some interesting results which 

may be comparable with the observed orbits of planetoids beyond Pluto, including what 

is dubbed as Sedna.[9] And it seems that the proposed model is slightly better compared 

to Nottale-Schumacher’s gravitational Schrödinger model and also Titius-Bode’s 

empirical law. See table 1 below. 
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Table 1. Comparison between Laurent Nottale’s results, Titius-Bode law, and CSV.  

(After V. Christianto, Apeiron, July 2004. URL: http://redshift.vif.com). 

 

6. Numerical solution of 3D Navier-Stokes equations 

In fluid mechanics, there is an essential deficiency of the analytical solutions of non-

stationary 3D Navier–Stokes equations. Now, instead of using linearized NS equations as 

above, we will discuss a numerical solution of 3D Navier-Stokes equations based on 

Sergey Erhskov’s papers [13][14]. 

The Navier-Stokes system of equations for incompressible flow of Newtonian fluids can 

be written in the Cartesian coordinates as below (under the proper initial conditions):[13] 
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Where u is the flow velocity, a vector field, r is the fluid density, p is the pressure, v is 

the kinematic viscosity, and F represents external force (per unit mass of volume) acting 

on the fluid.[13] 

In ref. [13], Ershkov explores new ansatz of derivation of non-stationary solution for the 

Navier–Stokes equations in the case of incompressible flow, where his results can be 

written in general case as a mixed system of two coupled-Riccati ODEs (in regard to the 

time-parameter t). But instead of solving the problem analytically, we will try to find a 

numerical solution with the help of computer algebra package of Mathematica 11. 

The coupled Riccati ODEs read as follows:[13] 
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First, equations (4) and (5) can be rewritten in the form as follows: 
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Then we can put the above equations into Mathematica expression:[3] 

 

v=1; 

u=1; 

w=1; 

{xans6[t_], vans6[t_]}= 

{x[t],y[t]}/.Flatten[NDSolve[{x'[t]==(v/2)*x[t]^2-(u*y[t])*x[t]-(v/2)*(y[t]^2-1)+w*y[t], y'[t]==-

(u/2)*y[t]^2+(v*x[t])*y[t]+(u/2)*(x[t]^2-1)-w*x[t], x[0]==1,y[0]==0}, {x[t],y[t]},{t,0,10}]] 

graphx6 = Plot[xans6[t],{t,0,10}, AxesLabel->{"t","x"},PlotStyle->Dashing[{0.02,0.02}]]; 
Show[graphx6,graphx6] 
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The result is as shown below:[3] 

 

 

  

DIAGRAM 1. Graphical plot of solution for case v=u=w=1. See [3] 

 

 

Section B: Matter-creation process and unmatter hypothesis 

 

7. Matter-creation process and unmatter phenomena 

Physicists throughout many centuries have debated over the physical existence of aether 

medium. Since its inception by Isaac Newton and later on by others too, many believed 

that it is needed because otherwise there is no way to explain interaction at a distance in a 

vacuum space. We need medium of interaction, of which has been called by various names, 

such as: quantum vacuum, zero point field, etc.  

 

Nonetheless, modern physicists would answer: no, it is not needed, especially after Special 

Relativity theory. Some would even say that aether has been removed even since 

Maxwell’s theory, but it is not true: James Clark Maxwell initially suggested a mechanical 

model of aether vortices in his theory [31-33]. Regardless of those debates, both approaches 
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(with or without assuming aether) are apparently resulting in the same empirical results, 

but with entirely different physical processes and assumptions. 

 

The famous Michelson-Morley experiments were thought to give null result to aether 

hypothesis, and historically it was the basis of Einstein’s STR. Nonetheless, newer 

discussions proved that the evidence was rather ambiguous, from MM data itself. 

Especially after Dayton Miller’s experiments of aether drift were reported, more and more 

data came to support aether hypothesis,3 although many physicists would prefer a new 

terms such as physical vacuum or superfluid vacuum. See [34-38]. 

 

Once we accept the existence of aether as physical medium, then we can start to ask on 

what causes matter ejection, as observed in various findings related to quasars etc. One 

particular cosmology model known as VMH (variable mass hypothesis) has been suggested 

by notable astrophysicists like Halton Arp and Jayant V. Narlikar, and the essence of VMH 

model is matter creation processes in various physical phenomena. Nonetheless, matter 

creation process in Nature remains a big mystery for physicists, biologists and other science 

researchers. To this problem Neutrosophic Logic offers a solution.4  

 

Let us assume that under certain conditions that aether can transform using Bose 

condensation process to become “unmatter”, a transition phase of material, which then it 

sublimates into matter (solid, gas, liquid). Unmatter can also be considered as “pre-physical 

matter.” 

  

Summarizing our idea, it is depicted in the following block diagram: 

                                                             
3 see also Grusenick’s experiment, proving the existence of vertical influx aether flow toward the Earth surface. See 

for instance: https://www.liquidgravity.nz/vertical_michelson_morley_experiment.html 
4 This author would like to extend sincere gratitude to Prof Florentin Smarandache, the developer of Neutrosophic 

Logic, for helpful explanation on his NL theory. 
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In this paper, unmatter is considered as a transition state (pre-physical) from aether to 

become ordinary matter/particle, see also [42]. Moreover, superfluid model of dark matter 

has been discussed by some authors [43].  

As one more example of our proposed scheme of transition from aether to matter, see a 

recent paper [44]. See the illustrations at pages 5 and 6 of [18] regarding the physically 

observed properties of the Galactic Center (GC), which are obviously completely different 

from the imaginary "black hole" model. The mapping of the magnetic field structures of 

the Core is a profile of a torus, as we have previously suggested. Page 5 in that paper also 

illustrates the relation between Sag A and Sag B and the space in between them. These 

illustrations are also relevant to matter creation at the galactic scale. Also note the gamma 

ray distributions in [44], which are relevant to matter destruction processes. Electrical 

discharges such as lightning, stars, and galaxies, all produce gamma rays. 

Aether winds can be superluminal, or subluminal. The velocity and temperature of the 

aether is a determining factor in many normal matter events. For example the mixing rate 

and interaction rate of various chemical reactions can be increased or slowed down by 

aether processes. Frolov talks about this, and has a machine that can slow down or speed 

up chemical reactions, using aether activities. 

Probably, additional creation processes such those produced via B/E condensates, can 

happen internal to the planet. There may be other processes, as well, involving other phase 

states of the 5 phase-state aether (Mishin5). This can be modeled by considering 

interactions among the phase states of normal matter, which we suggest are analogous to 

                                                             
5 See: https://www.researchgate.net/figure/Mishins-5-phase-aetherdynamics_fig7_329072312 

Aether à bose condensation à “unmatter” (pre-physical 

matter) à sublimation à ordinary matter/particle 

 

 

Diagram 2. How aether becomes ordinary matter 
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the phase-state behaviors of aether matter. So normal matter fluids cooling off, create 

solids, for example.  

In our present view, this happens with aether-matter, as well. So the 5 phase aether has 

energy density capacities which are dependent on which aether phase we are examining. 

The same can be said of normal matter, as well as aether matter. We have to start viewing 

the aether as another kind of matter, because it makes understanding so much easier, and 

because, so far, the analogy has been accurate to the observable facts. 

In other side, it is known that astronomers find that only 1% of matter in the universe is 

observed, while 99% is undetected. That is why they call it the Hidden Universe. Could it 

be that aether (may be in form of superfluid medium, a ka Mishin phase state) can be an 

intermediate entity in Neutrosophic sense?  

In this line of thought, it is possible to come up with an expanded model of unmatter, as 

follows: 

 

  

 

Diagram 3. An expanded model of unmatter (After Christianto, Smarandache, 

Boyd [45]) 

 

consciousness/ 
spirit

aether

bose 
condensation

pre-physical 
matter

ordinary matter

Expanded  

Model of 

unmatter  
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May be it is because the remaining entities are in the form of consciousness, aether and pre-

physical matter. That is what can be called as “expanded model of unmatter.” See [45]. 

 

8. Concluding remarks   

It is known that most existing cosmology models are linear in nature, while large scale 

phenomena are mostly nonlinear, therefore it is required to come up with a nonlinear 

cosmology model. Moreover, it has been known for long time that most of the existing 

cosmology models have singularity problem. Cosmological singularity has been a 

consequence of excessive symmetry of flow, such as “Hubble’s law”. More realistic one 

is suggested, based on Newtonian cosmology model but here we include the vortical-

rotational effect of the whole Universe.  

We also discuss on how to solve 3D Navier-Stokes equations numerically. It is our hope 

that the above numerical solution of 3D Navier-Stokes equations can be found useful. 

The solutions obtained here open up new ways to interpret existing solutions of known 

3D Navier-Stokes problem in physics, astrophysics, cosmology and engineering fields, 

especially those associated with nonlinear hydrodynamics and turbulence modelling. 

Further theoretical as well as observational investigations are recommended. 
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